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Why Study Operating Systems?

After all, very few (none?) of you will develop an actual OS

But it’s essential that you understand what you use:

Be a better developer
Understand what can and what cannot be done
Understand and improve program performance
Understand how/why some OS can be “better” than some other OS

Ubiquitous abstractions

OS concepts are fundamental and re-usable when developing
higher-level apps
It’s hard to tell while in college, but you design software differently
when you know OSes

Excellent examples of complex software systems

Most of you will contribute to complex software systems
OS lessons can and should be applied in other contexts (e.g.,
“separation of mechanism and policy”)
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Studying OSes today

Thanks to the open-source movement we have access to a lot of OS
code (before 1993 and Linux OSes were even more mysterious)

Implementation details of old (commercial) OSes often reveal how
good or bad they were
In fact, it has become possible for anyone to create or contribute to
an OS after reading OS code

Thanks to virtual machine technology, one can modify (open source)
OSes easily without compromising one’s computer

This used to be a really annoying issue, with many reboots

We won’t do actual OS development in this course, however
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These Lecture Notes

This set of lecture notes is an overview of the OS

All details will be explained throughout the semester

Some terms are used, which you may or may not be familiar with,
but all we be clear by the end of the semester

We will almost always start with simplifying (and therefore wrong /
unrealistic) assumptions and later make it more complex (and
therefore more correct / realistic)1

1If you know better, bear with us until a further lecture
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What is an Operating System?

What would you say to your non-CS-major friend asking this?
anybody?

Typical “ok” answer: It is the software layer between the
applications and the hardware because the hardware would be too
difficult for users to use

Typical “sort of ok” answer: It is “all the code that I don’t have to
write” when I develop software (not quite right since there are tons
of non-OS libraries).

Typical wrong “Big Brother / Eye of Sauron” answer: It is the one
program that runs at all times and watches everything

This is a pervasive but very misled view: the OS is not a running
program
And there is no need to “reserve” one CPU/core for it (something
you will hear once in a while)
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What is an OS?

This is actually not a simple question

Conceptually, the main role of the OS is virtualization

The first of the “three easy pieces” of our textbook
Related to what you may know as “virtual machines” (as in JVM, as
in VMWare, as in VirtualBox, ...)

So what do we mean when we say “virtualization”?

Turns out, we mean two things...
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Abstraction and Allocation

The OS is a Resource Abstractor

: it defines a set of logical
resources that correspond to hardware resources, and well-defined
operations on these logical resources

CPU ⇔ Running Programs (Start, Run, Terminate, Behave, ...)
Memory (DRAM / SDRAM / Future RAM) ⇔ Data (Read, Write,
Allocate, Free, ...)
Storage Medium (HDD / SSD / ... / Punchcard) ⇔ Files (Create,
Open, Read, Write, Delete, ...);

The OS is a Resource Allocator: it decides who (i.e., which
running program) gets how much (e.g., CPU cycles, bytes of RAM)
and when

CPU ⇔ Should the currently program stop for a while? Which
programs should run next? (e.g., to maximize CPU utilization)
RAM ⇔ Where in RAM should a running program’s data be and
when? (e.g., to minimize memory fragmentation)
Storage ⇔ Where on “disk” should pieces of files be? (e.g., to
minimize hard drive overhead)
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Virtualization: Why and How?

Why?

To make the computer easier to use/program
There was a time “before OSes” in which the programmer had to
know a lot about the insides of the computer

Think how easy it is today to write some code without really
understanding/knowing anything about the hardware

How? This is what this course is mostly about!
Resource Abstraction: The OS provides a system call API, i.e., an
interface to all (virtualized) hardware resources

Application-level software typically places many system calls to
interact with the hardware

Resource Allocation:

More on this later (invisible to the programmer)
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Virtualization in Action

A goal of virtualization is hiding, therefore, it’s not always easy to
see it in action

OSTEP shows C programs that highlight CPU and RAM
virtualization

No matter how simple your program, it uses the CPU and the RAM

Section 2.2 in the Reading Assignment is about RAM virtualization

Let’s do another simple example just for RAM...
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Memory-Virtualization Uncovered

Memory-Allocating Program

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <unistd.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv) {

if (argc != 2) {

fprintf(stderr,"Usage: %s <int value>\n", argv[0]);

exit(1);

}

int value;

if (sscanf(argv[1], "%d", &value) != 1) {

fprintf(stderr,"Invalid command-line argument\n");

exit(1);

}

int *address = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int));
*address = value;

printf("I wrote value %d at address %p and am sleeping for 10 seconds\n", value, address);

sleep(10);

printf("At address %p I see value %d\n", address, *address);

exit(0);

}

Compile and run on Mac OS X

gcc -o mem mem.c -Wall -Wl,-no pie

Let’s run two instances in two terminals...
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Take-away

Our example program prints an address

And as the programmer you think “this is the address in RAM”

But by running two instances we see that it cannot be an address in
RAM

In fact, the address our program prints is a virtual address

A lot more on this later this semester...

Thanks to virtualization, each program instance has the illusion that
it’s alone in RAM

It doesn’t “known” whether other programs are running
It never has to think “ooh... I shouldn’t write there in RAM because
that address is used by another program”
This is called memory protection
It is good, because when you write the code you don’t know what
other programs will be running anyway!
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CPU Virtualization

Section 2.1 in our Reading Assignment has a CPU virtualization
example/discussion, which you must read

Essentially it boils down to the following:

Multiple instances of a program are started
The OS picks one to run “for a while” on the CPU
Then the OS kicks that one off the CPU
The the OS picks another one to run “for a while”
...

The mechanism by which a running program is kicked off the CPU
and another one is brought in is called context-switching

Show of hands: who has heard that term before?
Again, much more on this later...
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Context-switching

Thanks to CPU virtualization, each program instance has the illusion
that it’s alone on the CPU

A running program doesn’t “know” whether/when it’s being
context-switched out or in

It does its fetch-decode-execute cycle
But a loooong time (from the perspective of the CPU, not of a
human) can elapse between two iterations of the cycle (when the
running program is no longer on the CPU)
Meaning that a “running program” doesn’t always actually “run”

Of course the program will run slower if it competes for the CPU
with many other programs, but you don’t need to think about this at
all when writing the code

Context-switches are really fast and really frequent

So to a human, a single core appears to do many things at once
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Multi-programming

Using CPU and RAM virtualization, we can thus:

1. Write all code as if a program is doing its fetch-decode-execute cycle
on its own CPU and in its own RAM

2. Have an arbitrary number of running programs at any time

This is called multi-programming

Computers used to be used in “single-user mode”, where a program
is truly alone until completion, and then another program is started

This had several productivity drawbacks:

Your computer can do only one thing at a time
If the program is idle for a while (e.g., waiting for keyboard input,
waiting for any I/O), then the CPU cycles are completely wasted

OS developments made multi-programming possible, and we never
looked back
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Concurrency

Since multi-programming came about, a big issue has been...

Concurrency: juggling many things at the same time

It leads to deep/difficult/interesting issues within the OS

Since the OS is clearly juggling many things are once (e.g.,
managing running programs)

Furthermore, nowadays many programs are also concurrent

e.g., for a single program to use multiple cores
ICS 432 is all about that...

Therefore, concurrency is everywhere and is a running theme in OS
courses...

Section 2.3 in our reading assignment talks about the main
concurrency problem
If you find it a bit confusing, don’t fear, we’ll come back to this...
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Persistence

The “three easy pieces” in OSTEP are virtualization, concurrency,
and persistence

Persistence: the ability to store data that survives a program
termination / a computer shutdown

This is done by the file system
Typically considered part of the OS

which provides “file stuff” system calls

Even though it could be developed independently from the core OS
code

Section 2.4 in our Reading Assignment provides some introductory
content

Again, we’ll come back to this in more details...
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OS Kernel

The term kernel refers to the part of the OS that is in charge of
CPU, RAM, and “device” virtualization

Along with other fundamental things we’ll talk about in the semester

A lot of code that we think of as “OS stuff” is not technically part
of the kernel

e.g., a Unix Shell is an application
But to most users it’s part of the OS (and often called a “system
program”)

The kernel is just code and data:

It always resides in memory
Parts of it can be executed in response to some event
Parts of it are executed on behalf of a user’s running program
whenever requested (system calls)
It does special (i.e., dangerous) things (e.g., having to do with
hardware)
And, again, it is NOT A RUNNING PROGRAM
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How big is an OS?

How much code is there in the OS?
Always a difficult question, because it depends on what we consider
to be “in the OS”
Kernel only? Do you count the GUI? What about the file system?
Heard of the 1998 MS-IE lawsuit (the “browser is a feature of the
OS” story)?

A few SLOC (Source Lines of Code) numbers
MSDOS 1 (1981): 10K
Windows NT (1993): 6M
Windows Vista (2006): 60M
Mac OS X 10.4 (2007): 86M
Linux (kernel 2.6.29, 2009): 11M
Windows 10 (2015): 100M (maybe?)
Linux (kernel 4.5.4, 2016): 17M (Note: db like Ubuntu ˜250M)

Mac OS X 10.12.4 (Dec 2016): unknown

Operating Systems are BIG and COMPLEX

Henri Casanova (henric@hawaii.edu) Operating Systems
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What happens when you turn on your Computer?

1. POST (Power-On Self-Tests) are performed by the BIOS in
firmware/ROM (Read-Only Memory)

2. Booting: The BIOS runs a first program: the bootstrap program (or
boot loader, bootstrap, ...)

3. The bootstrap program initializes the computer (register contents,
device controller contents, ...)

4. Then it loads another program in RAM, the bootstrap loader, and
runs it

5. The bootstrap loader loads (whole or part of) the kernel (i.e., some
code and associated data) into RAM at a known/fixed address

It can then load another bootstrap loader, which can load more stuff
into RAM, and call another loader, etc... (so-called chain loading)

6. At some point, a bootstrap loader creates and starts the first
program (called init on Linux, launchd on OS X)

7. Once all this has been done... nothing happens until an event occurs
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The “Booted” OS

Available
memory

Kernel

0

128 GB

Address

The kernel code and data reside in memory at a
specified address, as loaded by the bootstrap
program

Wait! Does the kernel take more than 1/4 of
RAM as in this picture??? Of course not, the
kernel’s memory footprint has to be small

“Buy a 32GiB-RAM computer, install our
OS, and now you have a 20GiB-RAM
computer!” wouldn’t fly
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Who writes the Kernel?

OS kernels are among the most impressive/challenging software
development endeavors

As a kernel developer a constant concern is to not use too much
memory so as to reduce memory footprint

Hence the need to write lean and mean code and data structures
Hence the struggle about whether to add new features

Another constant concern is speed

You cannot use standard libraries

Since you’re writing the kernel, which sits below the libraries

This is why kernel developers are typically highly respected

Let’s look at a few techniques used in the Linux kernel code

The goal: convince you it’s no “ICS 212” C code
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Kernel code uses non-portable compiler directives

Faster conditional with a gcc directive

if (__builtin_expect(n == 0, 0)) {
return NULL;

}

In kernel code you often see the above

The building expect keyword is a gcc directive where you get to
indicate whether the condition is typically true or false

In the example above, the 0 second argument means “typically false”

This is useful because then the compiler can generate faster code
(by 1 or 2 cycles)

This has to do with pipelining and branch prediction (see a
Computer Architecture course/text)
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Kernel code: bit-wise operations and macros

Bitwise operations galore, often macro-ed

#define MODIFY_BITS(port, mask, dir) \
if (mask) { \

val = sa1111_readl(port); \
val &= ~(mask); \
val |= (dir) & (mask); \
sa1111_writel(val, port); \

}

MODIFY_BITS(gpio + SA1111_GPIO_PADDR, bits & 15, dir);
MODIFY_BITS(gpio + SA1111_GPIO_PBDDR, (bits >> 8) & 255, dir >> 8);
MODIFY_BITS(gpio + SA1111_GPIO_PCDDR, (bits >> 16) & 255, dir >> 16);

Many students feel that bitwise operations will never be useful

It is much more useful/frequent than you think!

And if you do kernel code, then it’s all over the place
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Kernel code: macros all over

A typical macro

#define DIV_ROUND_CLOSEST(x, divisor)({ \
typeof(x) __x = x; \
typeof(divisor) __d = divisor; \
(((typeof(x))-1) > 0 || \
((typeof(divisor))-1) > 0 || (__x) > 0) ? \

(((__x) + ((__d) / 2)) / (__d)) : \
(((__x) - ((__d) / 2)) / (__d)); })

#define container_of(ptr, type, member) ({ \
void *__mptr = (void *)(ptr); \
BUILD_BUG_ON_MSG(!__same_type(*(ptr), ((type *)0)->member) && \

!__same_type(*(ptr), void), \
"pointer type mismatch in container_of()"); \

((type *)(__mptr - offsetof(type, member))); })

Due in part to C’s limitations, kernel developers rely on pretty
complicated macros that are used all over the place
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Kernel code: in-line assembly

Code fragment with in-line assembly

while (size >= 32) {
asm("movq (%0), %%r8\n" "movq 8(%0), %%r9\n"

"movq 16(%0), %%r10\n" "movq 24(%0), %%r11\n"
"movnti %%r8, (%1)\n" "movnti %%r9, 8(%1)\n"
"movnti %%r10, 16(%1)\n" "movnti %%r11, 24(%1)\n"
:: "r" (source), "r" (dest)
: "memory", "r8", "r9", "r10", "r11");

dest += 32;
source += 32;
size -= 32;

}

A many points in the kernel code there is inline assembly

These are lines of assembly code that are spliced into the C code

These are done for speed or for doing things that would be difficult
or impossible in C

(the syntax above is x86 ATT syntax)
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Kernel Debugging

Kernel debugging is hard

complex code that interacts with hardware
Nobody is watching over the kernel, so you don’t get nice “error
behaviors” that help you figuring out what kind of but is happening

A kernel bug often means a reboot, which is really annoying (UNIX
Kernel Panic, Windows BSOD)

Bug in a program: Easy to dump the process address space and
debug

finding the bug might not be easy but getting the execution context
(or “crash dump”) is, and that’s a start

A kernel bug in the file system makes generating a crash dump

Tools exist though that provide live Kernel instrumentation:

dtrace in FreeBSD
SystemTap in Linux
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The “Booted” OS

Available
memory

Process

Kernel

0

128 GB

Address The code of the kernel resides in RAM at a
specified address

Each program (code + data) is loaded in
RAM

A running program is then called a process

In RAM we thus have 2 kinds of code:

User code: written by you (and by library
developers)
Kernel code: written by kernel developers

A process can run user code (duh)

But it can also run kernel code by doing a
system call:

Place a system call to branch to some piece
of kernel code
Run that code segment
Return to the calling user code
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The “Booted” OS

Process 4

Process 3

Process 2

Process 1

Kernel

0

128 GB

Address

This figure shows 4 running processes,
occupying the full RAM

Remember that the OS provides memory
protection: each process thinks its alone,
and processes never step on each other’s
toes

This figure makes drastic simplifications,
and we’ll see that the real picture is
actually really different

But we can keep this simple picture in
mind for a while

If you want to know the list of processes
running in your Linux/OS X box: ps waux
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OS Events

An event is an “unexpected” change in the control flow, e.g., the
mouse is moved

The event interrupts the execution of the currently running program
and starts executing kernel code

The kernel defines a handler for each event type

Once the system is booted, all entries into the kernel code occur as
the result of an event

The Kernel can be seen as a event handler
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Kernel event handler as unrealistic pseudo-code

Event-handling code

class Kernel {
method waitEvent() {

while (doNotShutdown) {
event = sleepTillEventHappens();
processEvent();

}
}

method processEvent(Event event) {
switch (event.type) {

case MOUSE_CLICK:
Kernel.handleMouseClick(event.mouse_position); break;

case NETWORK_COMMUNICATION:
Kernel.handleNetworkConnection(event.network_interface); break;

case DIVISION_BY_ZERO:
Kernel.terminateProgram("Can’t divide by zero"); break;

}
return;

}
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OS Events: Interrupts and Traps

Two kind of events:

Interrupts: Asynchronous events
Traps: Synchronous events (also called exceptions or faults)

⇒ The two terms are often confused (e.g., in textbooks!)

Interrupts: typically some device controller saying “some hardware
thing happened”

e.g., “incoming data on keyboard”
The kernel could then do: “great, write it there in RAM, and I’ll
check it later”

Traps: typically caused by an instruction in a running program that
requires immediate attention:

e.g., “the running program tried to divide by 0”
The kernel could then do: “let’s terminate this program right now,
and print some error message”
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System Calls are Events

When a user program wants to do some “OS stuff”, we’ve said it
places a system call

e.g., to open a file, to allocate some memory, to get input from the
keyboard, etc.
Essentially, to do anything that’s not just “compute”

A system call is really just a procedure call in kernel code

Every ISA provides a system call instruction, which causes a trap

This trap is an OS event that says “please kernel, run some of your
code for me”

So we can add a case to our event handler...
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The kernel as an event handler

Event-handling code

void processEvent(event) {
switch (event.type) {

case MOUSE_CLICK:
MouseManager.handleEvent(event); break;

case NETWORK_COMMUNICATION:
NetworkManager.handleEvent(event); break;

case DIVISION_BY_ZERO:
ProcessManager.handleEvent(event); break;

case SYSTEM CALL:
SystemCallManager.handleEvent(event);
break;

}
return;

}

and so on...
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Main Take-Aways

The OS is a resource abstractor and a resource allocator

Modern OSes allow multiprogramming via context-switching and
memory protection

The Kernel is code and data that always resides in RAM after boot

The Kernel is not a running program; instead pieces of kernel code
are executed to react to events

There are two kinds of events: asynchronous interrupts and
synchronous traps

And important kind of trap are system calls, by which user programs
get the kernel to do some work on their behalf
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Operating Systems History (1)

Early OSes: Just Libraries

Just some code as wrapper around tedious low-level stuff
No real abstractions, and in particular no virtualization
One program ran at a time, controller by a human operator
This was known as “batch mode”
A big challenge was that the machine shouldn’t be idling, due to
high cost
Absolutely no interactivity
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Operating Systems History (2)

Beyond Libraries: System calls
Realization that user code should be differentiated from kernel code,
and that kernel code should be “special”

Yes, in previous OSes, any program could do anything to any
hardware resource!!

Development of the concept of a system call
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Operating Systems History (3)

Multiprogramming

Came about to improve CPU utilization (while program #1 is idling,
program #2 should be able to utilize the CPU)
Development of context-switching, of memory protection
Beginning of concurrency
Development of UNIX... Make sure you read the “Importance of
UNIX” box in the textbook...
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Operating Systems history (4)

The “Modern” Era: PCs

The PC changed the world (IBM, Apple)
The OSes on these machines were... lacking
Many see them as a step backward

Worse memory protection (MS-DOS), worse concurrency (MacOS v9)

But eventually, the good features of older OSes crept back in

Mac OS X has Unix as its core
Windows NT was radically better than its predecessors

The OSes you use (and like?) today have more to do with those
from the 1970’s than those from the 1980’s

My Apple laptop and my Android phone basically run UNIX!

Make sure you read the the “And then came Linux” box in the
textbook...
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Operating Systems Families

UNIX (Bell Labs)

Based on Multics (Thompson, B)

Written in Assembly and later rewritten in C (by Thompson, Ritchie,
and others)

System V / sysV (AT&T): IBM AIX, HP-UX, Sun/Oracle Solaris
BSD then FreeBSD (1993): macOS (Mac OS X, then OS X); Sony
PlayStation 3 and 4
Linux: Linux (RedHat, Debian, Ubuntu, Gentoo), Android, Google
Chrome OS
Discontinued variants: Xenix (Microsoft)
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Operating Systems Families

Windows (Microsoft)
Based on CP/M (MS-DOS, 9x) and VMS+RSX-11 ()

MS-DOS (1981), Windows 1.0 to 3.2 ; discontinued in 1993
Windows 9x (1995-2000): 95, 98, ME (4.0 to 4.9);
Windows NT: NT 3.1, NT 3.5, NT 3.51, NT 4.0, 2000, XP, Vista, 7,
8, 10 (2015)
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Operating Systems Families

Others

AmigaOS (Commodore/1985-2016): Motorola 68k; preemptive
multitasking
“The Macintosh should have had multitasking. I can’t stress enough what a big
contribution it makes to the elegant design of system software. The Amiga has an
excellent multitasking system, and I think it will have twice the product life of the
Macintosh because of it.”

— Adam Brooks Webber, the programmer responsible for porting TrueBASIC to the

Amiga and Macintosh, Byte Sept. 1986

“Classic” Mac OS (1984-2001)
BeOS (Palm, 1995-2000): Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP),
multithreading, preemptive multitasking
OS/2 (IBM/1987-2001): CPU protected mode
VMS, OpenVMS (DEC, then HP - 1977-active): DEC Alpha,
Minix, Singularity: Educational
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Conclusion

This set of slides gave a grand tour

We have purposely left most details unexplained (stay tuned)

Reading Assignment: OSTEP Introduction (Chapter 2)
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